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Abstract

Consider the intrinsic fundamental group à la Grothendieck of a linear
category, introduced in [5] and [6] using connected gradings. In this article
we prove that any full convex subcategory is incompressible, in the sense that
the group map between the corresponding fundamental groups is injective.
We start by proving the functoriality of the intrinsic fundamental group with
respect to full subcategories, based on the study of the restriction of connected
gradings.
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1 Introduction

In two recent papers [5, 6] we have considered a new intrinsic fundamental group
attached to a linear category. In [6] we have made several explicit computations:
for instance the fundamental group of kCp where Cp is a group of prime order p
and k is a field of characteristic p is the direct product of Cp with the infinite cyclic
group.

We have obtained this group using methods inspired by the definition of the
fundamental group in other mathematical contexts. We briefly recall the definition
of the intrinsic fundamental group as the automorphism group of a fibre functor.

Previously a non canonical fundamental group has been introduced by R. Mart́ı-
nez-Villa and J.A. de la Peña in [11] and K. Bongartz and P. Gabriel in [2] and [8].
This group varies considerably according to the presentation of the linear category,
see for instance [1, 3]. See also [9, 10] as a first approach to solve this variability
problem.

The main tool we use are connected gradings of linear categories. The fun-
damental group that we consider is a group which is derived from all the groups
grading the linear category in a connected way. More precisely each connected
grading provides a Galois covering through the smash product, see [4]. Considering
the category of Galois coverings of this type we define the intrinsic fundamental
group as the automorphism group of the fibre functor over a chosen object.

∗This work has been supported by the projects UBACYTX212 and 475, PIP-CONICET
112- 200801-00487, PICT-2007-02182 and MATHAMSUD-NOCOMALRET. The second and
third authors are research members of CONICET (Argentina).
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One of the main purposes of this paper is to prove that full and convex subcat-
egories are incompressible, in the sense used in algebraic topology where a subspace
is called incompressible if the group map between the corresponding fundamental
groups is injective.

Another main purpose is to prove that the intrinsic fundamental group is func-
torial with respect to full subcategories, answering in this way a question by Alain
Bruguières. Note that this is not automatic from the definition of the fundamental
group. We provide a description of elements of the intrinsic fundamental group as
compatible families of elements lying in each group which grades the linear category
in a connected way. The other main ingredient for proving the functoriality is the
connected component of the base object for a restricted grading, and the associated
connected grading considered in [4] depending on some choices which we prove to
be irrelevant at the intrinsic fundamental group level.

Finally we consider convex subcategories. Recall that a linear subcategory of
a linear category is convex if morphisms of the subcategory can only be factorized
through morphisms in the subcategory. Our results enables to prove that full and
convex subcategories are incompressible.

We thank the referee for useful comments.

2 Coverings and elements of the intrinsic fundamental
group

In this section we recall some definitions and results from [5] and [6] that we will use
throughout this paper. A main purpose of this article is to prove that the intrinsic
fundamental group of a k-category is functorial with respect to full subcategories.
In order to do so we will need a concrete interpretation of elements of this group
that we provide below.

Let k be a commutative ring. A k-category is a small category B with set of
objects B0 such that each morphism set yBx from x ∈ B0 to y ∈ B0 is a k-module,
the composition of morphisms is k-bilinear and the identity at each object is central
in its endomorphism ring.

Definition 2.1 The star StbB of a k-category B at an object b is the direct sum of
all k-modules of morphisms with source or target b:

StbB =

⊕
y∈B0

yBb

 ⊕

⊕
y∈B0

bBy


Definition 2.2 Let C and B be k-categories. A k-functor F : C → B is a covering
of B if it is surjective on objects and if F induces k-isomorphisms between all
corresponding stars. More precisely, for each b ∈ B0 and each x in the non-empty
fibre F−1(b), the map

F xb : StxC −→ StbB.

induced by F is a k-isomorphism.
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Observe that a covering is a faithful functor. Note also that Definition 2.2
coincides with the one given by K. Bongartz and P. Gabriel in [2].

Definition 2.3 Given k-categories B, C,D, the set of morphisms Mor(F,G) from a
covering F : C → B to a covering G : D → B is the set of pairs of k-linear functors
(H,J) where H : C → D, J : B → B are such that J is an isomorphism, J is the
identity on objects and GH = JF . We also say that H is a J-morphism.

We will consider within the group of automorphisms of a covering F : C → B,
the subgroup Aut1F of invertible endofunctors G of C such that FG = F .

For any covering F it is known that Aut1F acts freely on each fibre, see [10, 5].
A k-category B is connected if any two objects can be joined by a non-zero

walk, see [6, Section 2] for details.

Definition 2.4 A covering F : C −→ B of k-categories is a Galois covering if C
is connected and Aut1F acts transitively on some fibre.

As expected in similar Galois theories, the automorphism group acts transitively
at every fibre as soon as it acts transitively on a particular one, see [10, 5].

Recall that a grading Z of a k-category B by a group ΓZ is a direct sum
decomposition of each k-module of morphisms from b to c

cBb =
⊕
s∈ΓZ

ZscBb

such that for s, t ∈ ΓX
ZtdBc ZscBb ⊂ ZtsdBb.

A morphism from b to c is called homogeneous of degree s if it belongs to ZscBb.
A grading is connected if given any two objects they can be joined by a non-zero
homogeneous walk of arbitrary degree. For precise definitions see [6, Section 2].

Definition 2.5 [4] Let B be a k-category and let Z be a grading of B. The smash
product category B#Z has set of objects B0×ΓZ , the vector spaces of morphisms
are homogeneous components as follows:

(c,t)(B#Z)(b,s) = Zt
−1s

cBb.

Note that for a connected grading X, the evident functor FX : B#X −→ B is
a Galois covering.

Let B be a connected k-category with a fixed object b0. The category Gal(B, b0)
has as objects the Galois coverings of B. A morphism in Gal(B, b0) from F : C → B
to G : D → B is a morphism of coverings (H,J), see Definition 2.3.

Since any Galois covering F of B is isomorphic to a smash product Galois
covering by considering the natural grading of B by Aut1F , we consider as in [6] the
full subcategory Gal#(B, b0) whose objects are the smash product Galois coverings
provided by connected gradings of B. It can be proved that this full subcategory
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is equivalent to Gal(B, b0), see [6]. The fibre functor Φ# : Gal#(B, b0) → Groups
given by

Φ#(FX) = F−1
X (b0) = ΓX

is the main ingredient for the definition of the fundamental group, namely

Π1(B, b0) = AutΦ#.

Next we will consider in detail this group, and we will prove that an element
of Π1(B, b0) is determined by a family of elements belonging to the groups of
connected gradings related through canonical surjective morphisms µ : ΓX → ΓX′

obtained as soon as X and X ′ are connected gradings admitting some morphism
from B#X to B#X ′.

Remark 2.6 For any smash product Galois covering FX we identify the isomorphic
groups Aut1FX and ΓX through left multiplication, that is, by the correspondence
s : FX → FX with s(x) = sx for any s ∈ ΓX .

Proposition 2.7 Let X and X ′ be connected gradings of a k-category B, and let
FX and FX′ be the corresponding smash product Galois coverings with groups
ΓX and ΓX′ . Let (H,J) be a morphism from FX to FX′ in Gal#(B, b0), where
H : B#X −→ B#X ′ is given on objects by H(b, s) = (b,Hb(s)). Then there
exists a unique surjective morphism of groups λH : ΓX → ΓX′ verifying

Hb(sx) = λH(s)Hb(x) for all x ∈ ΓX .

Moreover the complete list of J-morphisms from FX to FY is given by {qH}q∈ΓY
,

and
λqH = q (λH) q−1.

For the proof see [6, Section 2].

Definition 2.8 In case of existence of a J-morphism H : B#X → B#X ′ we
consider the normalized J-morphism N = Hb0(1)−1H. Observe that N does not
depend on H since its value is the same when H is replaced by qH. Moreover
N(b0, 1) = (b0, 1).

We set µ = λN and we call µ the canonical group map associated to the
existence of a J-morphism from the smash product with X to the one with X ′. For
H : B#X → B#X ′ a morphism we have

µ = Hb0(1)−1λHHb0(1).

We are now able to describe the elements of the intrinsic fundamental group, namely
the automorphisms of the fibre functor.

Recall that σ ∈ AutΦ# is a family {σX : ΓX → ΓX} where X is any connected
grading of B making commutative the following diagram for any morphism H in
Gal#(B, b0):
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ΓX
σX //

Hb0

��

ΓX

Hb0

��
ΓX′

σX′ // ΓX′

Lemma 2.9 The map σX is the right product by an element gX ∈ ΓX .

Proof. In case X = X ′, the vertical arrows in the diagram can be specialized
by any element in Aut1FX = ΓX . By Remark 2.6, this vertical morphisms are
left product by some g ∈ ΓX . We infer σX(g) = σX(g1) = gσX(1) and we set
gX = σX(1). �

Proposition 2.10 The automorphisms in Π1(B, b0) are in one to one correspon-
dence with families of group elements {gX} verifying µ(gX) = gX′ for each canon-
ical group map µ corresponding to the existence of a morphism from B#X to
B#X ′.

Proof. Let H be a J-morphism from FX to F ′X where X and X ′ are connected
gradings of B, and let µ : ΓX → ΓX′ be the corresponding canonical surjective
group map. The previous diagram becomes

ΓX
.gX //

Hb0
(1)µ

��

ΓX

Hb0
(1)µ

��
ΓY ′

.gY ′ // ΓY ′

Hence
Hb0(1)µ(ggX) = Hb0(1)µ(g)gY ′

for any g. Since µ is a group homomorphism we infer µ(gX) = gY ′ . Reciprocally a
family of elements with the stated property clearly defines an automorphism of the
fibre functor. �

We say that a family of group elements is compatible if it satisfies the condition
in the proposition above.

3 Functoriality and incompressible subcategories

An important tool for proving the functoriality of the intrinsic fundamental group
is the restriction of a grading to full subcategories that we will consider below.

Let Z be a non necessarily connected grading of a connected k-category B. Let

b2(ΓZ)b1 be the set of walk’s degrees from b1 to b2, that is, the set of elements in
ΓZ which are degrees of homogeneous non-zero walks from b1 to b2. Note that if
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b1 = b2 this set is a subgroup of ΓZ which we denote ΓZ,b1 . Let s be any walk’s
degree from b1 to b2. Then

b2(ΓZ)b1 = s [ΓZ,b1 ] = [ΓZ,b2 ] s.

Recall that by definition, a grading X is connected if and only if for any objects
b1, b2 ∈ B0

b2(ΓX)b1 = ΓX .

This is equivalent to b2(ΓX)b1 = ΓX for some pair of objects, and in particular to
ΓX,b0 = ΓX for a given object b0, see [6].

Let B be a k-category and let X be a connected grading of B by the group ΓX .
Let D be a connected full subcategory of B. The restricted grading by the same
group ΓX is denoted X ↓D. Note that since D is full, each k-module of morphisms
in D has the same direct sum decomposition from the original grading. Clearly the
grading X ↓D is not connected in general.

In order to consider the corresponding connected grading out of a non con-
nected one we will provide some preliminary results. The description of a connected
component will make use of conjugated gradings as defined in [6]. More precisely,
let Z be a non necessarily connected grading of a connected k-category B and let
(ab)b∈B0 be a family of elements in ΓZ . The conjugated grading aZ of B by the
same group ΓZ is as follows: we set the aZ-degree of a non-zero homogeneous
morphism from b to c of Z-degree t to be a−1

c tab, that is,

(aZ)scBb = Zacsa
−1
b cBb.

Note that the underlying homogeneous components remain unchanged, and there
is no difficulty for proving that aZ is indeed a grading. We observe that aZ is
connected if Z is so.

Definition 3.1 Let B be a connected k-category with a non necessarily connected
grading Z with group ΓZ . Let b0 be a fixed object. The connected component of
B#Z containing the object (b0, 1) is denoted (B#X)0 and is called the connected
component of the base object.

Proposition 3.2 The connected component of the base object (B#Z)0 is the
smash product of B by a conjugated grading of Z. The group of this Galois covering
(or of the corresponding connected grading) is ΓZ,b0 .

Proof. Firstly we assert that the restriction of FZ : B#Z → B to the connected
component of the base object is still surjective on objects. Indeed B is connected,
then for any object b ∈ B0 there exists a walk w from b to b0. For each morphism
appearing in w we choose an homogeneous non-zero component, obtaining in this
way an homogeneous walk w′ of some degree s from b to b0. Lifting appropriately
the homogeneous morphisms of w′ provides a walk in the connected component
of the base object from some (b, s) to (b0, 1). Thus (b, s) is an object of the
connected component of the base object lying in the fibre of b of the restriction of
FZ . Consequently this restriction is a Galois covering.
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Secondly we know that each Galois covering provides a connected grading of the
base category (with group the automorphism group of the covering) once a family
of objects is chosen in each fibre (see [4]). Let (b, ub) be such a choice for the
restriction of FZ , with ub0 = 1. Since (B#X)0 is connected, there is a walk from
(b0, 1) to (b, ub) providing through FZ an homogeneous walk in B from b to b0 of
Z-degree ub. We set u = (ub)b∈B0 . The definition of the grading (see [4]) shows
that the grading coincides with uX.

Finally in order to show that the group of the grading (namely the automorphism
group of the Galois covering) is ΓZ,b0 consider (b0, s) an object in the fibre of b0
and a walk from (b0, s) to (b0, 1). Its image using FZ provides an homogeneous
closed walk at b0 in B which degree is precisely s according to the construction
of the grading. Conversely let w be an homogeneous closed walk at b0 in B. By
appropriate lifting, w provides a walk in B#Z between (b0, 1) and some (b0, s),
where the degree of w is s. �

Remark 3.3 The connected grading obtained depends on the choice (ub)b∈B0
,

where ub ∈ b(ΓZ)b0 . Any other choice (u′b)b∈B0
with u′b0 = 1 is obtained as

(ubab)b∈B0
where ab ∈ ΓZ,b0 and ab0 = 1. The group of the connected gradings

remains the same.

Theorem 3.4 Let B be a connected k-category with a fixed object b0 and let D
be a connected full subcategory containing b0. Then there is a canonical group
morphism

κ : Π1(D, b0) −→ Π1(B, b0)

In this way Π1 becomes a functor from the category of small k-categories with
a chosen base object with morphisms the fully faithful functors which are injective
on objects and preserve base objects to the category of groups.

Proof. According to Proposition 2.10 let σ ∈ Π1(D, b0) be determined by a
compatible family {gY } where Y varies over all the connected gradings of D and
where gY is in ΓY . Recall that µ(gY ) = gY ′ for each pair of connected gradings
Y and Y ′ such that there is a morphism from D#Y to D#Y ′. In order to define
(κ(σ))X for a given connected grading X of B we consider the connected component

of the base object (D#X↓D)
0. According to the previous proposition this Galois

covering is given by a smash product with respect to a connected grading u(X ↓D)
with group ΓX↓D,b0 . We define

κ(σ)X = g u(X↓D).

In order to check that κ is well defined we have to verify that for any set
u′ = (u′b) of degrees of homogeneous walks in D from b to b0 with u′b0 = 1 we have

g u(X↓D) = g u′ (X↓D).

This will be insured by the following Lemma, which shows that there is a morphism
between the corresponding Galois smash coverings whose corresponding canonical
group map µ is the identity.
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We prove now that the obtained family is compatible. Let X and X ′ be two
connected gradings of B, let (H,J) be a morphism of coverings B#X → B#X ′

and let µ : ΓX → ΓX′ be the corresponding canonical group map.
Since J is the identity on objects it restricts to an isomorphism of D. Hence

(H,J) restricts to a morphism from the full subcategory (D#X↓D) to the full
subcategory (D#X ′↓D).

Note that a morphism between non necessarily connected coverings is faithful,
consequently it preserves connected components. Hence the preceding restriction
gives a morphism of Galois coverings

(D#X↓D)
0 → (D#X ′↓D)

0
.

The canonical group map arising from this morphism is the restriction of the canoni-
cal µ associated to (H,J). This shows that the family defined by κ(g) is compatible.

As a consequence we note that the image of the restriction of µ to ΓX↓D,b0 is
in ΓX′↓D,b0 , a fact which can also be obtained easily directly.

Finally note that κ clearly preserves composition of inclusions of full subcate-
gories. �

Remark 3.5 The connected gradings u(X ↓D) and u′(X ↓D) are conjugated grad-
ings by the family (ab)b∈B0 with ab0 = 1.

Lemma 3.6 Let X be a connected grading of B and let (ab)b∈B0
be a family of

elements in ΓX . There is a covering morphism B#X → B#aX between conjugated
gradings. The corresponding induced canonical group morphism µ : ΓX → ΓX is
conjugation by ab0 . In particular if ab0 = 1 then µ = 1.

Proof. The functor H is given on objects by H(b, s) = (b, sab) while on morphisms
the functor is the identity since

(c,tac)(B#aX)(b,sab) = (aX)a
−1
c t−1sab

cBb = Xt−1s
bBc = (c,t) (B#X)(b,s) .

In order to compute µ we first normalize H by considering N = Hb0(1)−1 H.
Since Hb0(1) = ab0 we infer N(s) = a−1

b0
sab0 . �

We end this section with a general criterion for κ being injective, and we give a
family of cases where the criterion applies.

Corollary 3.7 Let B be a connected k-category, let b0 be a fixed object and let D
be a connected full subcategory containing b0. Assume any connected grading of
D is of the form u (X ↓D) for some connected grading X of B. Then the group
morphism

κ : Π1(D, b0) −→ Π1(B, b0)

is injective.
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Proof. Let σ = (gY ) be a compatible family defining an element in Π1(D, b0).
Assume κ(σ) = 1 which means that for any connected grading X of B we have
κ(σ)X = 1. Recall that κ(σ)X = g[u(X↓D)]. Consequently those elements are
trivial. By hypothesis any connected grading Y of D is of this form, then σ = 1.�

Definition 3.8 A subcategory D of B is said to be convex if any morphism of D
only factors through morphisms in D. In case D is full, this condition is equivalent
to the fact that any composition of an outcoming morphism (with source in D and
target not in D) and an incoming one (reverse conditions) must be zero.

Corollary 3.9 Let B be a connected k-category, let b0 be a fixed object and let D
be a connected full convex subcategory containing b0. Then κ is injective.

Proof. Let Y be a connected grading of D. We extend Y to B by providing trivial
degree to any morphism whose source or target is not in D. By hypothesis there is
no non-zero morphism of the form gf where f has source in D, g has target in D,
and the source of g and the target of f coincide without being in D. We infer that
this setting indeed provides a grading. The grading is connected since any element
of the group is a walk’s degree, already in D. The preceding result insures that κ
is injective. �
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